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Abstract
We derive inequalities between the area, the angular momentum and the charges
for axisymmetric closed outermost stably marginally outer trapped surfaces, embed-
ded in dynamical and, in general, non-axisymmetric spacetimes satisfying the Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton-matter equations. In proving the inequalities we assume that the dila-
ton potential is nonnegative and that the matter energy-momentum tensor satisfies the
dominant energy condition.
1 Introduction
The dynamical black holes are a serious challenge to the present day investigations in general
relativity and alternative theories of gravity. The black hole dynamics is very difficult to
be studied within the framework of the existing theoretical scheme and consequently our
understanding of the dynamical black holes is not so deep as for the isolated stationary black
holes. In this situation, the derivation of certain estimates and inequalities on the physical
characteristics of dynamical black holes based mainly on "first principles" and independent
of the specific features of the dynamical processes, is very important. Within the general
theory of relativity, lower bounds for the area of dynamical horizons in terms of their angular
momentum or/and charge were given in [1]–[7], generalizing the similar inequalities for the
stationary black holes [8]–[10]. These remarkable inequalities are based solely on general
assumptions and they hold for any axisymmetric but otherwise highly dynamical horizon in
general relativity. For a nice review on the subject we refer the reader to [11].
A natural problem is to find similar inequalities in alternative theories of gravity which
generalize Einstein theory. An example of such a theory is the so-called Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton gravity which naturally arises in the context the generalized scalar-tensor theories of
∗yazad@phys.uni-sofia.bg
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gravity, the low energy string theory [12, 13], Kaluza-Klein theory [14], as well as in some
theories with gradient spacetime torsion [15].
The field equations of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with matter are presented below
in eq. (1). A characteristic feature of this theory is the coupling between the scalar field
(dilaton) ϕ and the electromagnetic field Fab and this coupling is governed by a parameter
γ (called dilaton coupling parameter). The static and stationary isolated black holes in 4D
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory were extensively studied in various aspects during the last
two decades. The classification of the isolated stationary and asymptotically flat black holes
in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity was given in [16] for dilaton coupling parameter γ satis-
fying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. The sector of stationary Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton black holes with dilaton
coupling parameter beyond the critical value γ2 = 3 is extremely difficult to be analyzed ana-
lytically. Most probably the black hole uniqueness is violated in this sector as the numerical
investigations imply [17].
In the present paper we derive some inequalities between the area, the angular momen-
tum and the charges for dynamical black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with
a non-negative dilaton potential and with a matter energy-momentum tensor satisfying the
dominant energy condition.
2 Basic notions and setting the problem
Let (M ,g) be a 4-dimensional spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-matter
equations
Rab− 12Rgab = 2∇aϕ∇bϕ−gab∇
cϕ∇cϕ+2e−2γϕ
(
FacFbc− gab4 FcdF
cd
)
−2V (ϕ)gab +8piTab,
∇[aFbc] = 0, (1)
∇a
(
e−2γϕFab
)
= 4piJb,
∇a∇aϕ =− γ2e
−2γϕFabFab +
dV (ϕ)
dϕ ,
where gab is the spacetime metric and ∇a is its Levi-Civita connection, Gab = Rab− 12Rgab
is the Einstein tensor. Fab is the Maxwell tensor and Ja is the current. The dilaton field is
denoted by ϕ, V (ϕ) is its potential and γ is the dilaton coupling parameter governing the
coupling strength of the dilaton to the electromagnetic field. The matter energy-momentum
tensor is Tab. We assume that Tab satisfies the dominant energy condition. Concerning the
dilaton potential, we assume that it is non-negative (V (ϕ)≥ 0).
Further we consider a closed orientable 2-dimensional spacelike surface B smoothly
embedded in the spacetime M . The induced metric on B and its Levi-Civita connection
are denoted by qab and Da. In order to describe the extrinsic geometry of B we introduce
the normal outgoing and ingoing null vectors la and ka with the normalization condition
g(l,k) = laka = −1. The extrinsic geometry then is characterized by the expansion Θl, the
shear σlab and the normal fundamental form Ωla associated with the outgoing null normal la
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and defined as follows
Θl = qab∇alb, (2)
σlab = q
c
aq
d
b∇cld−
1
2
Θlqab, (3)
Ωla =−kcqda∇d lc. (4)
In what follows we require B to be a marginally outer trapped surface (i.e. Θl = 0) and
B to be stable (or spacetime stably outermost in more formal language) [22]–[20],[4]. The
last condition means that there exists an outgoing vector V a = λ1la− λ2ka with functions
λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 > 0 such that δV Θl ≥ 0, with δV being the deformation operator on B [19]–
[21]. In simple words the deformation operator describes the infinitesimal variations of the
geometrical objects on B under an infinitesimal deformation of B along the flow of the vector
V a.
As an additional technical assumption we require B to be invariant under the action of
U(1) group with a Killing generator ηa. We assume that the Killing vector ηa is normalized
to have orbits with a period 2pi. Also we require that B is axisymmetrically stable1 and
£ηla = £ηka = 0 and £ηΩla = £η ˜Fab = £ηϕ = 0, where ˜F is the projection of the Maxwell
2-form on B .
From the axisymmetric stability condition one can derive the following important in-
equality valid for every axisymmetric function α on B [4]
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
[
α2|Ωη|2q +αβ|σl|2q +Gabαla(αkb+βlb)
]
dS, (5)
where | . |q is the norm with respect to the induced metric qab, dS is the surface element
measure on B , RB is the scalar curvature of B , Ωη = ηaΩla and β = αλ1/λ2.
At this stage we can use the field equations (1) which gives
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
{
α2|Ωη|2q +αβ|σl|2q +α2|Dϕ|2q+2α2V (ϕ) (6)
+2αβ(la∇aϕ)2 +α2e−2γϕ [E2⊥+B2⊥]+2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a +8piTabαla(αkb +βlb)}dS,
where E⊥ = ikilF and B⊥ = ikil ⋆F . All terms on the right hand side of the above inequal-
ity are non-negative. Indeed, for the last term we have 8piTabαla(αkb +βlb) ≥ 0 since the
energy-momentum tensor of matter satisfies the dominant energy condition. We also have
2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a ≥ 0 since the electromagnetic field satisfies the null energy condition
and αβ≥ 0.
Considering now the inequality for α = 1 and applying the Gauss-Bonnet theorem2 we
find that the Euler characteristic of B satisfies
Euler(B)> 0, (7)
1i.e. axisymmetric and stable with axisymmetric functions λ1 and λ2.
2According to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the Euler characteristic is given by Euler(B) = 12
∫
B RB dS =
4pi(1− g) where g is the genus of B .
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which shows that the topology of B is that of a 2-dimensional sphere S2.
Discarding the following non-negative terms αβ|σl|2q, 2α2V (ϕ), 2αβ(la∇aϕ)2,
2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a and 8piTabαla(αkb+βlb) we obtain
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
α2
{|Ωη|2q + |Dϕ|2q + e−2γϕ [E2⊥+B2⊥]}dS. (8)
Proceeding further we write the induced metric on B in the form
dl2 = e2C−σdθ2 + eσ sin2 θdφ2, (9)
where C is a constant. The absence of conical singularities requires σ|θ=0 = σ|θ=pi =C. It is
easy to see that the area of B is given by A = 4pieC. Regarding the 1-form Ωla, we may use
the Hodge decomposition
Ωl = ∗dω+dς, (10)
where ∗ is the Hodge dual on B , and ω and ς are regular axisymmetric functions on B . Then
we obtain
Ωη = iη ∗dω (11)
since ς is axisymmetric and iηdς = £ης = 0.
We can also introduce electromagnetic potentials Φ and Ψ on B defined by3
dΦ = B⊥ ∗η, (12)
dΨ = e−2γϕE⊥ ∗η. (13)
It turns out useful to introduce another potential χ instead of ω which is defined by
dχ = 2Xdω−2ΦdΨ+2ΨdΦ, (14)
where X = qabηaηb is the norm of the Killing field ηa. This step is necessary in order to
bring the functional I∗[XA] defined below, in the same formal form as in the stationary case.
The electric charge Q and the magnetic charge P associated with B are defined as follows
Q = 1
4pi
∫
B
e−2γϕE⊥dS, (15)
P =
1
4pi
∫
B
B⊥dS. (16)
We also define the angular momentum J associated with B
J =
1
8pi
∫
B
ΩηdS+ 18pi
∫
B
(
Φe−2γϕE⊥−ΨB⊥
)
dS, (17)
3We denote the Killing vector field η and its naturally corresponding 1-form with the same letter.
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where the first integral is the contribution of the gravitational field, while the second integral
is the contribution due to the electromagnetic field [16].
Using the definitions of the potentials Ψ, Φ and χ one can show that the electric charge,
the magnetic charge and the angular momentum are given by
Q = Ψ(pi)−Ψ(0)
2
, P =
Φ(pi)−Φ(0)
2
, J =
χ(pi)−χ(0)
8
. (18)
Since the potentials Ψ, Φ and χ are defined up to a constant, without loss of generality
we put Ψ(pi) =−Ψ(0) = Q, Φ(pi) =−Φ(0) = P and χ(pi) =−χ(0) = 4J.
Going back to the inequality (8), choosing α = eC−σ/2, and after some algebra we obtain
2(C+1)≥ 1
2pi
∫
B
{
σ+
1
4
|Dσ|2 + 1
4X2
|Dχ+2ΦDΨ−2ΨDΦ|2
+
1
X
e−2γϕ|DΦ|2+ 1
X
e2γϕ|DΨ|2+ |Dϕ|2
}
dS0, (19)
where the norm | . | and the surface element dS0 are with respect to the standard usual round
metric on S2. Taking into account that A = 4pieC the above inequality is transformed to the
following inequality for the area
A ≥ 4pie(I[XA]−2)/2, (20)
where the functional I[XA], with XA = (X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ), is defined by the right hand side of
(19), i.e.
I[XA] =
1
2pi
∫
B
{
σ+
1
4
|Dσ|2 + 1
4X2
|Dχ+2ΦDΨ−2ΨDΦ|2
+
1
X
e−2γϕ|DΦ|2+ 1
X
e2γϕ|DΨ|2 + |Dϕ|2
}
dS0. (21)
In order to bring the action into a form more suitable for the further investigation we
express Dσ by the norm of the Killing field η (i.e. eσ = X/sin2 θ) and introduce a new
independent variable τ = cosθ. In this way we obtain
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2)
[
1
4X2
(
dX
dτ
)2
+
1
4X2
(
dχ
dτ +2Φ
dΨ
dτ −2Ψ
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
e−2γϕ
X
(
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
e2γϕ
X
(
dΨ
dτ
)2
+
(
dϕ
dτ
)2]
− 1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (22)
At this stage we introduce the strictly positive definite metric4
dL2 = GABdXAdXB =
dX2+(dχ+2ΦdΨ−2ΨdΦ)2
4X2
+
e−2γϕdΦ2 + e2γϕdΨ2
X
+dϕ2 (23)
4It is worth mentioning that the continuous rotational O(2) symmetry in the case of Einstein-Maxwell
gravity degenerates here to the discrete symmetry ±Φ←→±Ψ and ϕ←→−ϕ.
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on the 5-dimensional Riemannian manifold N = {(X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ)∈ R5;X > 0}. In terms of
this metric the functional I[XA] is written in the form
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2)GAB
dXA
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (24)
Let us summarize the results obtained so far in the following
Lemma. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally outer
trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Mawell-dilaton-matter equations (1).
If the matter energy-momentum tensor satisfies the dominant energy condition and the dila-
ton potential is non-negative, then the area of B satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 4pie(I[XA]−2)/2, (25)
where the functional I[XA] is given by (24) with a metric GAB defined by (23).
In order to put a tight lower bound for the area we should solve the variational problem for
the minimum of the functional I[XA] with appropriate boundary conditions if the minimum
exists at all. Since the first two terms as well as the last term in I[XA] are in fact boundary
terms, the minimum of I[XA] is determined by the minimum of the reduced functional
I⋆[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
(1− τ2)GAB dX
A
dτ
dXB
dτ dτ. (26)
In order to perform the minimizing procedure we have to specify in which class of func-
tions XA = (X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ), the functional I⋆[XA] is varied. From a physical point of view the
relevant class of functions is specified by the natural requirements (χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ) ∈C∞[−1,1],
σ = ln
(
X
1−τ2
)
∈C∞[−1,1] with boundary conditions Φ(τ =−1) =−Φ(τ = 1) = P, Ψ(τ =
−1) =−Ψ(τ = 1) = Q and χ(τ =−1) =−χ(τ = 1) = 4J.
Lemma. For dilaton coupling parameter satisfying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3, there exists a unique smooth
minimizer of the functional I⋆[XA] with the prescribed boundary conditions.
Proof. Let us consider the "truncated" functional
I⋆[XA][τ2,τ1] =
∫ τ2
τ1
(1− τ2)GAB dX
A
dτ
dXB
dτ dτ (27)
with boundary conditions XA(τ1), XA(τ2) for−1< τ1 < τ2 < 1. Introducing the new variable
t = 12 ln
(1+τ
1−τ
)
the truncated action takes the form
I⋆[XA][t2, t1] =
∫ t2
t1
GAB
dXA
dt
dXB
dt dt, (28)
which is just the geodesic functional in the Riemannian space (N ,GAB). Consequently the
critical points of our functional are geodesics in N . However, it was shown in [16] that for
0≤ γ2 ≤ 3 the Riemannian space (N ,GAB) is simply connected, geodesically complete and
with negative sectional curvature. Therefore for fixed points XA(t1) and XA(t2) there exists
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a unique minimizing geodesic connecting these points. Hence we conclude that the global
minimizer of I⋆[XA][t2, t1] exists and is unique for 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. Since (N ,GAB) is geodesically
complete the global minimizer of I⋆[XA][t2, t1] can be extended to a global minimizer of
I⋆[XA].
Even in the cases when the global minimizer of I⋆[XA] exists, there is another serious
problem in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity. In Einstein-Maxwell gravity the lower bound
for the area is clear from physical considerations and there is a completely explicit solu-
tion realizing it, namely the extremal Kerr-Newman solution. So the approach is to formally
prove that the area of the extremal Kerr-Newman solution is indeed the lower bound. The sit-
uation in Einstein-Maxwell-gravity is rather different. Contrary to the Einstein-Maxwell case
where the Euler-Lagrange equations can be solved explicitly, in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
gravity the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are not integrable for general dilaton
coupling parameter γ. So there is no hope to find explicitly the sharp lower bound for the
area in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with arbitrary γ. That is why our approach here
should be different in comparison with the Einstein-Maxwell gravity.
3 Area-angular momentum-charge inequality for critical
dilaton coupling parameter
The main result in this section is the next theorem:
Theorem. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally outer
trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Mawell-dilaton-matter equations (1)
with a dilaton coupling parameter γ2 = 3. If the matter energy-momentum tensor satisfies
the dominant energy condition and the dilaton potential is non-negative, then the area of B
satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|, (29)
where Q, P and J are the electric charge, the magnetic charge and the angular momentum
associated with B . The equality is saturated only for the extremal stationary near horizon
geometry of the γ2 = 3 Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with V (ϕ) = 0 and Tab = 0.
Proof. For the critical coupling (N ,GAB) is a symmetric space with a negative sectional
curvature [16]. In fact N is SL(3,R)/O(3) symmetric space and therefore its metric can be
written in the form
dL2 = 1
8
Tr
(
M−1dMM−1dM
)
, (30)
where the matrix M is symmetric, positive definite and M ∈ SL(3,R). After tedious calcula-
tions it can be shown that
M = e
2
3
√
3ϕ

 X +4Φ
2e−2
√
3ϕ +X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)2 2e−2
√
3ϕΦ+2X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)Ψ X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)
2e−2
√
3ϕΦ+2X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)Ψ e−2
√
3ϕ +4Ψ2X−1 2ΨX−1
X−1(χ+2ΦΨ) 2ΨX−1 X−1

 .
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In terms of the matrix M the functional I[XA] becomes
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+
1
8(1− τ
2)Tr
(
M−1
dM
dτ
)2
− 1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (31)
The Euler-Lagrange equations are then equivalent to the following matrix equation
d
dτ
(
(1− τ2)M−1 dMdτ
)
= 0. (32)
Hence we find
(1− τ2)M−1 dMdτ = 2A, (33)
where A is a constant matrix. From detM = 1 it follows that TrA = 0. Integrating further we
obtain
M = M0 exp
(
ln 1+ τ
1− τ A
)
, (34)
where M0 is a constant matrix with the same properties as M and satisfying AT M0 = M0A.
Since M0 is positive definite it can be written in the form M0 = BBT for some matrix B with
|detB|= 1 and this presentation is up to an orthogonal matrix O (i.e. B→ BO). This freedom
can be used to diagonalize the matrix BT ABT −1. So we can take BT ABT −1 = diag(a1,a2,a3)
and we obtain
M = B


(1+τ
1−τ
)a1 0 0
0
(1+τ
1−τ
)a2 0
0 0
(1+τ
1−τ
)a3

BT . (35)
The eigenvalues ai can be found by comparing the singular behavior of the left hand and right
hand side of (35) at τ→±1. Doing so we find, up to renumbering, that a1 = 0, a2 =−1 and
a3 = 1. The matrix B can be found by imposing the boundary conditions which gives
B =


−P2Qe
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)√
|P2Q2−J2| (2J+PQ)e
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp (−2J +PQ)e
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp
−Je
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)√
|P2Q2−J2| Qe
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp −Qe
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp
Pe
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)
2
√
|P2Q2−J2|
1
2e
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp 1
2e
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp


, (36)
where
ϕ± = ϕ(τ =±1), (37)
σp = lim
τ→±1
X
1− τ2 = σ(τ =±1). (38)
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Taking into account that |detB|= 1 we find
eσp = 2
√
|P2Q2− J2|. (39)
Now we are ready to evaluate the minimum of the functional I[XA]. Substituting (33) in (31)
we see that the last two terms cancel each other and we find
Imin[XA] = 2σp +2 = 2ln
(
2
√
|P2Q2− J2|
)
+2. (40)
Substituting further this result in (20) we finally obtain
A ≥ 8pi
√
|P2Q2− J2|. (41)
The extremal stationary near horizon geometry is in fact defined by equation (32), by the
same boundary conditions and by the same class of functions as those in the variational
problem. Therefore, it is clear that the equality is saturated only for the extremal stationary
near horizon geometry. This completes the proof.
Remark. The case P2Q2 = J2 is formally outside of the class of functions we consider.
In the language of stationary solutions, it corresponds to an extremal (naked) singularity with
zero area.
It is interesting to note that when PQ = 0, but P2 +Q2 6= 0, the lower bound of the area
depends only on the angular momentum but not on the nonzero charge in contrast with the
Einstein-Maxwell gravity.
4 Area-angular momentum-charge inequality for dilaton
coupling parameter 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3
As we mentioned above, finding of sharp lower bound for the area A in the case of arbitrary
γ seems to be hopeless. However, an important estimate for the area can be found for dilaton
coupling parameter satisfying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. The result is given by the following
Theorem. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally outer
trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Mawell-dilaton-matter equations (1)
with a dilaton coupling parameter γ, satisfying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. If the matter energy-momentum
tensor satisfies the dominant energy condition and the dilaton potential is non-negative, then
for every γ in the given range, the area of B satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|, (42)
where Q, P and J are the electric charge, the magnetic charge and the angular momentum
associated with B . The equality is saturated only for the extremal stationary near horizon
geometry of the γ2 = 3 Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with V (ϕ) = 0 and Tab = 0.
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Proof. Let us first focus on the case 0 < γ2 ≤ 3 and consider the metric
d ˜L2 = ˜GABdXAdXB (43)
=
dX2+(dχ+2ΦdΨ−2ΨdΦ)2
4X2
+
e−2γϕdΦ2 + e2γϕdΨ2
X
+
γ2
3
dϕ2
and the associated functional
˜I [XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2) ˜GAB
dXA
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (44)
It is easy to see that I[XA]≥ ˜I [XA] and therefore
A ≥ 4pie( ˜I [XA]−2)/2. (45)
Redefining now the scalar field ϕ˜ = γ√3ϕ we find that the functional ˜I [X
A] reduces to the
functional I[XA] for the critical coupling γ2 = 3. Hence we conclude that
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2| (46)
for every γ with 0 < γ2 ≤ 3.
The case γ = 0 needs a separate investigation. Fortunately, it can be easily reduced to the
pure Einstein-Maxwell case. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that for γ = 0 we have
I[XA]≥ IEM[XA], (47)
where IEM[XA] is the functional for the pure Einstein-Maxwell gravity. In Einstein-
Maxwell gravity it was proven in [6] that A ≥ 8pi
√
J2 + 14(Q2 +P2)2 which gives A ≥
8pi
√
J2 + 14(Q2 +P2)2 ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|.
5 Discussion
In the present paper we derived area-angular momentum-charge inequalities for stable
marginally outer trapped surfaces in the four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory
for values of the dilaton coupling parameter less than or equal to the critical value. The cou-
pling of the dilaton to the Maxwell field leads in general to inequalities that can be rather
different from that in the Einstein-Maxwell gravity. Some estimates for the sector γ2 > 3
could be found if we impose the additional condition on the dilaton potential to be convex.
We leave this study for the future.
Given the current interest in the higher dimensional gravity it is interesting to extend the
area-angular momentum-charge inequalities to higher dimensions. This is almost straight-
forward in the case of Einstein equations [22]. However, in the case of Einstein-Maxwell
and Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity the extensions of the inequalities is difficult. The cen-
tral reason behind that is the fact that even the stationary axisymmetric Einstein-Maxwell
equations are not integrable in higher dimensions [23]. Nevertheless, some progress can be
made and the results will be presented elsewhere [24].
Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the Bulgarian National Sci-
ence Fund under Grants DMU-03/6, and by Sofia University Research Fund under Grant
148/2012.
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Abstract
We derive inequalities between the area, the angular momentum and the charges
for axisymmetric closed outermost stably marginally outer trapped surfaces, embed-
ded in dynamical and, in general, nonaxisymmetric spacetimes satisfying the Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton-matter equations. In proving the inequalities we assume that the dila-
ton potential is non-negative and that the matter energy-momentum tensor satisfies the
dominant energy condition.
1 Introduction
Dynamical black holes are a serious challenge to the present-day investigations in general
relativity and alternative theories of gravity. Black hole dynamics is very difficult to study
within the framework of the existing theoretical scheme, and consequently our understand-
ing of dynamical black holes is not so deep as for isolated stationary black holes. In this
situation, the derivation of certain estimates and inequalities on the physical characteristics
of dynamical black holes, based mainly on "first principles" and independent of the specific
features of the dynamical processes, is very important. Within the general theory of relativ-
ity, lower bounds for the area of dynamical horizons in terms of their angular momentum
or/and charge were given in [1]–[8], generalizing the similar inequalities for stationary black
holes [9]–[11]. These remarkable inequalities are based solely on general assumptions and
they hold for any axisymmetric but otherwise highly dynamical horizon in general relativ-
ity. For a nice review on the subject we refer the reader to [12]. The relationship between
the proofs of the area-angular-momentum-charge inequalities for quasilocal black holes and
stationary black holes is discussed in [13]-[15].
A natural problem is to find similar inequalities in alternative theories of gravity which
generalize Einstein theory. An example of such a theory is the so-called Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton gravity, which naturally arises in the context the generalized scalar-tensor theories of
∗yazad@phys.uni-sofia.bg
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gravity, the low energy string theory [16, 17], and Kaluza-Klein theory [18], as well as in
some theories with gradient spacetime torsion [19].
The field equations of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with matter are presented below
in eq. (1). A characteristic feature of this theory is the coupling between the scalar field
(dilaton) ϕ and the electromagnetic field Fab, and this coupling is governed by a parame-
ter γ (called dilaton coupling parameter). The static and stationary isolated black holes in
4D Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory were extensively studied in various aspects during the
last two decades. The classification of the isolated stationary, axisymmetric, asymptotically
flat black holes with a connected horizon in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity was given in
[20] for dilaton coupling parameter γ satisfying 0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 3. The static asymptotically flat
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton black holes (without axial symmetry and the horizon connected-
ness assumption) were classified in [21]. The sector of stationary Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
black holes with a dilaton coupling parameter beyond the critical value γ2 = 3 is extremely
difficult to analyze analytically. Most probably the black hole uniqueness is violated in this
sector as the numerical investigations imply [22].
In the present paper we derive some inequalities between the area, the angular momen-
tum and the charges for dynamical black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with
a non-negative dilaton potential and with a matter energy-momentum tensor satisfying the
dominant energy condition.
2 Basic notions and setting the problem
Let (M ,g) be a 4-dimensional spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-matter
equations
Rab− 12Rgab = 2∇aϕ∇bϕ−gab∇
cϕ∇cϕ+2e−2γϕ
(
FacFbc− gab4 FcdF
cd
)
−2V (ϕ)gab +8piTab,
∇[aFbc] = 0, (1)
∇a
(
e−2γϕFab
)
= 4piJb,
∇a∇aϕ =− γ2e
−2γϕFabFab +
dV (ϕ)
dϕ ,
where gab is the spacetime metric, ∇a is its Levi-Civita connection and Gab = Rab− 12Rgab
is the Einstein tensor. Fab is the Maxwell tensor and Ja is the current. The dilaton field is
denoted by ϕ, V (ϕ) is its potential and γ is the dilaton coupling parameter governing the
coupling strength of the dilaton to the electromagnetic field. The matter energy-momentum
tensor is Tab. We assume that Tab satisfies the dominant energy condition. Concerning the
dilaton potential, we assume that it is non-negative (V (ϕ)≥ 0).
Further we consider a closed orientable 2-dimensional spacelike surface B smoothly
embedded in the spacetime M . The induced metric on B and its Levi-Civita connection
are denoted by qab and Da. respectively. In order to describe the extrinsic geometry of B
we introduce the normal outgoing and ingoing null vectors la and ka with the normalization
condition g(l,k) = laka =−1. The extrinsic geometry then is characterized by the expansion
2
Θl, the shear σlab, and the normal fundamental form Ωla associated with the outgoing null
normal la and defined as follows:
Θl = qab∇alb, (2)
σlab = q
c
aq
d
b∇cld−
1
2
Θlqab, (3)
Ωla =−kcqda∇d lc. (4)
In what follows we require B to be a marginally outer trapped surface (i.e., Θl = 0) and
B to be stable (or spacetime stably outermost in more formal language) [27]–[25],[4]. The
last condition means that there exists an outgoing vector V a = λ1la− λ2ka with functions
λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 > 0 such that δV Θl ≥ 0, with δV being the deformation operator on B [24]–
[26]. In simple words the deformation operator describes the infinitesimal variations of the
geometrical objects on B under an infinitesimal deformation of B along the flow of the vector
V a.
As an additional technical assumption, we require B to be invariant under the action
of the U(1) group with a Killing generator ηa. We assume that the Killing vector ηa is
normalized to have orbits with a period 2pi. Also we require that B is axisymmetrically
stable1, £ηla = £ηka = 0, and £ηΩla = £η ˜Fab = £ηϕ = 0, where ˜F is the projection of the
Maxwell 2-form on B .
From the axisymmetric stability condition one can derive the following important in-
equality valid for every axisymmetric function α on B [4]
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
[
α2|Ωη|2q +αβ|σl|2q +Gabαla(αkb+βlb)
]
dS, (5)
where | . |q is the norm with respect to the induced metric qab, dS is the surface element
measure on B , RB is the scalar curvature of B , Ωη = ηaΩla and β = αλ1/λ2.
At this stage we can use the field equations (1) which gives
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
{
α2|Ωη|2q +αβ|σl|2q +α2|Dϕ|2q+2α2V (ϕ) (6)
+2αβ(la∇aϕ)2 +α2e−2γϕ [E2⊥+B2⊥]+2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a +8piTabαla(αkb +βlb)}dS,
where E⊥ = ikilF and B⊥ = ikil ⋆F . All terms on the right-hand side of the above inequal-
ity are non-negative. Indeed, for the last term we have 8piTabαla(αkb +βlb) ≥ 0 since the
energy-momentum tensor of matter satisfies the dominant energy condition. We also have
2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a ≥ 0 since the electromagnetic field satisfies the null energy condition
and αβ≥ 0.
Considering now the inequality for α = 1 and applying the Gauss-Bonnet theorem2 we
find that the Euler characteristic of B satisfies
Euler(B)> 0, (7)
1In other words, axisymmetric and stable with axisymmetric functions λ1 and λ2.
2According to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the Euler characteristic is given by Euler(B) = 12
∫
B RB dS =
4pi(1− g) where g is the genus of B .
3
which shows that the topology of B is that of a 2-dimensional sphere S2.
Discarding the non-negative terms αβ|σl|2q, 2α2V (ϕ), 2αβ(la∇aϕ)2,
2αβe−2γϕ(ilF)a(ilF)a and 8piTabαla(αkb+βlb), we obtain
∫
B
[
|Dα|2q+
1
2
RBα2
]
dS≥
∫
B
α2
{|Ωη|2q + |Dϕ|2q + e−2γϕ [E2⊥+B2⊥]}dS. (8)
Proceeding further, we write the induced metric on B in the form
dl2 = e2C−σdθ2 + eσ sin2 θdφ2, (9)
where C is a constant. The absence of conical singularities requires σ|θ=0 = σ|θ=pi =C. It is
easy to see that the area of B is given by A = 4pieC. Regarding the 1-form Ωla, we may use
the Hodge decomposition
Ωl = ∗dω+dς, (10)
where ∗ is the Hodge dual on B , and ω and ς are regular axisymmetric functions on B . Then
we obtain
Ωη = iη ∗dω (11)
since ς is axisymmetric and iηdς = £ης = 0.
We can also introduce electromagnetic potentials Φ and Ψ on B defined by3
dΦ = B⊥ ∗η, (12)
dΨ = e−2γϕE⊥ ∗η. (13)
It turns out useful to introduce another potential χ instead of ω which is defined by
dχ = 2Xdω−2ΦdΨ+2ΨdΦ, (14)
where X = qabηaηb is the norm of the Killing field ηa. This step is necessary in order to
bring the functional I∗[XA] defined below, in the same formal form as in the stationary case.
The electric charge Q and the magnetic charge P associated with B are defined as follows
Q = 1
4pi
∫
B
e−2γϕE⊥dS, (15)
P =
1
4pi
∫
B
B⊥dS. (16)
We also define the angular momentum J associated with B
J =
1
8pi
∫
B
ΩηdS+ 18pi
∫
B
(
Φe−2γϕE⊥−ΨB⊥
)
dS, (17)
3We denote the Killing vector field η and its naturally corresponding 1-form with the same letter.
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where the first integral is the contribution of the gravitational field, while the second integral
is the contribution due to the electromagnetic field [20].
Using the definitions of the potentials Ψ, Φ, and χ, one can show that the electric charge,
the magnetic charge, and the angular momentum are given, respectively, by
Q = Ψ(pi)−Ψ(0)
2
, P =
Φ(pi)−Φ(0)
2
, J =
χ(pi)−χ(0)
8
. (18)
Since the potentials Ψ, Φ, and χ are defined up to a constant, without loss of generality
we put Ψ(pi) =−Ψ(0) = Q, Φ(pi) =−Φ(0) = P, and χ(pi) =−χ(0) = 4J.
Going back to the inequality (8) and choosing α = eC−σ/2, after some algebra we obtain
2(C+1)≥ 1
2pi
∫
B
{
σ+
1
4
|Dσ|2 + 1
4X2
|Dχ+2ΦDΨ−2ΨDΦ|2
+
1
X
e−2γϕ|DΦ|2+ 1
X
e2γϕ|DΨ|2+ |Dϕ|2
}
dS0, (19)
where the norm | . | and the surface element dS0 are with respect to the standard usual round
metric on S2. By taking into account that A = 4pieC the above inequality is transformed to
the following inequality for the area
A ≥ 4pie(I[XA]−2)/2, (20)
where the functional I[XA], with XA = (X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ), is defined by the right-hand side of
(19), i.e.
I[XA] =
1
2pi
∫
B
{
σ+
1
4
|Dσ|2 + 1
4X2
|Dχ+2ΦDΨ−2ΨDΦ|2
+
1
X
e−2γϕ|DΦ|2+ 1
X
e2γϕ|DΨ|2 + |Dϕ|2
}
dS0. (21)
In order to bring the action into a form more suitable for further investigation we express
Dσ by the norm of the Killing field η (i.e., eσ = X/sin2 θ) and introduce a new independent
variable τ = cosθ. In this way we obtain
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2)
[
1
4X2
(
dX
dτ
)2
+
1
4X2
(
dχ
dτ +2Φ
dΨ
dτ −2Ψ
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
e−2γϕ
X
(
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
e2γϕ
X
(
dΨ
dτ
)2
+
(
dϕ
dτ
)2]
− 1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (22)
At this stage we introduce the strictly positive definite metric4
dL2 = GABdXAdXB =
dX2+(dχ+2ΦdΨ−2ΨdΦ)2
4X2
+
e−2γϕdΦ2 + e2γϕdΨ2
X
+dϕ2 (23)
4It is worth mentioning that the continuous rotational O(2) symmetry in the case of Einstein-Maxwell
gravity degenerates here to the discrete symmetry ±Φ←→±Ψ and ϕ←→−ϕ.
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on the 5-dimensional Riemannian manifold N = {(X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ)∈ R5;X > 0}. In terms of
this metric the functional I[XA] is written in the form
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2)GAB
dXA
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (24)
Let us summarize the results obtained so far in the following
Lemma 1. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally outer
trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-matter equations (1).
If the matter energy-momentum tensor satisfies the dominant energy condition and the dila-
ton potential is non-negative, then the area of B satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 4pie(I[XA]−2)/2, (25)
where the functional I[XA] is given by (24) with a metric GAB defined by (23).
In order to put a tight lower bound for the area we should solve the variational problem for
the minimum of the functional I[XA] with appropriate boundary conditions if the minimum
exists at all. Since the first two terms in I[XA] are in fact boundary terms, the minimum of
I[XA] is determined by the minimum of the reduced functional
I⋆[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
[
(1− τ2)GAB dX
A
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
]
dτ. (26)
In order to perform the minimizing procedure we have to specify in which class of func-
tions XA = (X ,χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ), the functional I⋆[XA] is varied. From a physical point of view the
relevant class of functions is specified by the natural requirements (χ,Φ,Ψ,ϕ) ∈C∞[−1,1],
σ = ln
(
X
1−τ2
)
∈C∞[−1,1] with boundary conditions Φ(τ =−1) =−Φ(τ = 1) = P, Ψ(τ =
−1) =−Ψ(τ = 1) = Q and χ(τ =−1) =−χ(τ = 1) = 4J.
Lemma 2. For a dilaton coupling parameter satisfying 0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 3, there exists a unique
smooth minimizer of the functional I[XA] (respectively I⋆[XA]) with the prescribed boundary
conditions.
Proof. Let us consider the "truncated" functional
I⋆[XA][τ2,τ1] =
∫ τ2
τ1
[
(1− τ2)GAB dX
A
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
]
dτ (27)
with boundary conditions XA(τ1), XA(τ2) for −1 < τ1 < τ2 < 1. By introducing the new
variable t = 12 ln
(1+τ
1−τ
)
, the truncated action takes the form
I⋆[XA][t2, t1] =
∫ t2
t1
[
GAB
dXA
dt
dXB
dt −1
]
dt, (28)
which is just a modified version of the geodesic functional in the Riemannian space
(N ,GAB). Consequently, the critical points of our functional are geodesics in N . How-
ever, it was shown in [20] that for 0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 3 the Riemannian space (N ,GAB) is simply
6
connected, geodesically complete, and with negative sectional curvature. Therefore, for
fixed points XA(t1) and XA(t2), there exists a unique minimizing geodesic connecting these
points. Hence we conclude that the global minimizer of I⋆[XA][t2, t1] exists and is unique for
0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 3. Since (N ,GAB) is geodesically complete, the global minimizer of I⋆[XA][t2, t1]
can be extended to a global minimizer of I⋆[XA] and I[XA]. In more detail the proof goes as
follows. Let us put τ2(ε) = 1− ε,τ1(ε) =−1+ ε (i.e. t2(ε) =−t1(ε) = 12 ln
(2−ε
ε
) ), where ε
is a small positive number (ε > 0), and consider the truncated functional
Iε[XA] =
∫ τ2(ε)
τ1(ε)
[
d
dτ(στ)+1
]
dτ+ I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)] =
σ[τ2(ε)]τ2(ε)−σ[τ1(ε)]τ1(ε)+2(1− ε)+ I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)] (29)
with boundary conditions XA(τ1(ε)) = XA1 (ε) and XA(τ2(ε)) = XA2 (ε), and with
limε→0 XA1 (ε) = (0,4J,P,Q,ϕ−) and limε→0 XA2 (ε) = (0,−4J,−P,−Q,ϕ+). Here ϕ± are de-
fined by ϕ± = ϕ(τ =±1).
Consider now the unique minimizing geodesic Γε in N between the points XA1 (ε) and
XA2 (ε). Then we have
Iε[XA]≥ σ[τ2(ε)]|Γε τ2(ε)−σ[τ1(ε)]|Γε τ1(ε)+2(1− ε)+ I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)]|Γε (30)
where the right-hand side of the above inequality is evaluated on the geodesic Γε. Since
λ2ε = GAB dX
A
dt
dXB
dt is a constant on the geodesic Γε we find
I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)]|Γε =
∫ t2(ε)
t1(ε)
[
GAB
dXA
dt
dXB
dt −1
]
dt =
(
λ2ε−1
)
(t2(ε)− t1(ε)). (31)
The nest step is to evaluate λε. This can be done by evaluating GAB dX
A
dt
dXB
dt at the
boundary points which are in a small neighborhood of the poles τ = ±1. First we write
λ2ε = GAB dX
A
dt
dXB
dt in the form
λ2ε =
(1− τ2)2
4X2
(
dX
dτ
)2
+
(1− τ2)2
4X2
(
dχ
dτ +2Φ
dΨ
dτ −2Ψ
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
(1− τ2)2
X
e−2γϕ
(
dΦ
dτ
)2
+
(1− τ2)2
X
e2γϕ
(
dΨ
dτ
)2
+(1− τ2)2
(
dϕ
dτ
)2
. (32)
Within the class of function that we consider, the terms associated with X and ϕ have the
following behavior in a small neighborhood of the poles τ =±1, namely:
(1− τ2)2
4X2
(
dX
dτ
)2
= 1+O(ε), (33)
(1− τ2)2
(
dϕ
dτ
)2
= O(ε2). (34)
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The terms associated with Φ and Ψ behave, respectively, as
(1− τ2)2
X
e−2γϕ
(
dΦ
dτ
)2
= O(ε), (35)
(1− τ2)2
X
e2γϕ
(
dΨ
dτ
)2
= O(ε). (36)
In order to find the behavior of the term associated with the potential χ, we should notice
that ∂/∂χ is a Killing vector for the metric GAB, and consequently we have the following
conservation law
1
4X2
(
dχ
dt +2Φ
dΦ
dt −2Ψ
dΦ
dt
)
=
1− τ2
4X2
(
dχ
dτ +2Φ
dΦ
dτ −2Ψ
dΦ
dτ
)
= constε. (37)
Using this we obtain that the term associated with χ is equal to 4const2ε X2 which shows
that it behaves as O(ε2). Therefore we can conclude that λ2ε−1 = O(ε) which gives
lim
ε→0
I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)]|Γε = lim
ε→0
(
λ2ε−1
)
(t2(ε)− t1(ε)) = 0. (38)
In this way, from (30) we have
I[XA] = lim
ε→0
Iε[XA]≥ (39)
lim
ε→0
{
σ[τ2(ε)]|Γε τ2(ε)−σ[τ1(ε)]|Γε τ1(ε)+2(1− ε)+ I∗[XA][τ2(ε),τ1(ε)]|Γε
}
and therefore
I[XA]≥ 2σp +2 (40)
where σp is the value of σ(τ) on the poles. This completes the proof.
Even in the cases when the global minimizer of I[XA] exists, there is another serious prob-
lem in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity. In Einstein-Maxwell gravity the lower bound for
the area is clear from physical considerations and there is a completely explicit solution re-
alizing it, namely, the extremal Kerr-Newman solution. So the approach is to formally prove
that the area of the extremal Kerr-Newman solution is indeed the lower bound. The situation
in Einstein-Maxwell gravity is rather different. Contrary to the Einstein-Maxwell case where
the Euler-Lagrange equations can be solved explicitly, in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity
the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are not integrable for general dilaton coupling
parameter γ. So it is very difficult to find explicitly the sharp lower bound for the area in
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with arbitrary γ. That is why our approach here should be
different in comparison with the Einstein-Maxwell gravity.
8
3 Area-angular momentum-charge inequality for critical
dilaton coupling parameter
The main result in this section is the next theorem:
Theorem 1. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally
outer trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-matter equa-
tions (1) with a dilaton coupling parameter γ2 = 3. If the matter energy-momentum tensor
satisfies the dominant energy condition and the dilaton potential is non-negative, then the
area of B satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|, (41)
where Q, P, and J are the electric charge, the magnetic charge and the angular momentum
associated with B , respectively. The equality is saturated only for the extremal stationary
near horizon geometry of the γ2 = 3 Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with V (ϕ) = 0 and
Tab = 0.
Proof. For the critical coupling, (N ,GAB) is a symmetric space with a negative sectional
curvature [20]. In fact, N is an SL(3,R)/O(3) symmetric space and therefore its metric can
be written in the form
dL2 = 1
8
Tr
(
M−1dMM−1dM
)
, (42)
where the matrix M is symmetric, positive definite and M ∈ SL(3,R). After tedious calcula-
tions it can be shown that
M = e
2
3
√
3ϕ

 X +4Φ
2e−2
√
3ϕ +X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)2 2e−2
√
3ϕΦ+2X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)Ψ X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)
2e−2
√
3ϕΦ+2X−1(χ+2ΦΨ)Ψ e−2
√
3ϕ +4Ψ2X−1 2ΨX−1
X−1(χ+2ΦΨ) 2ΨX−1 X−1

 .
In terms of the matrix M the functional I[XA] becomes
I[XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+
1
8(1− τ
2)Tr
(
M−1
dM
dτ
)2
− 1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (43)
The Euler-Lagrange equations are then equivalent to the following matrix equation
d
dτ
(
(1− τ2)M−1 dMdτ
)
= 0. (44)
Hence we find
(1− τ2)M−1 dMdτ = 2A, (45)
where A is a constant matrix. From detM = 1 it follows that TrA = 0. Integrating further we
obtain
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M = M0 exp
(
ln 1+ τ
1− τ A
)
, (46)
where M0 is a constant matrix with the same properties as M and satisfying AT M0 = M0A.
Since M0 is positive definite it can be written in the form M0 = BBT for some matrix B with
|detB|= 1 and this presentation is up to an orthogonal matrix O (i.e. B→ BO). This freedom
can be used to diagonalize the matrix BT ABT −1. So we can take BT ABT −1 = diag(a1,a2,a3)
and we obtain
M = B


(1+τ
1−τ
)a1 0 0
0
(1+τ
1−τ
)a2 0
0 0
(1+τ
1−τ
)a3

BT . (47)
The eigenvalues ai can be found by comparing the singular behavior of the left-hand and
right-hand sides of (47) at τ → ±1. Doing so we find, up to renumbering, that a1 = 0,
a2 = −1, and a3 = 1. The matrix B can be found by imposing the boundary conditions
which gives
B =


−P2Qe
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)√
|P2Q2−J2| (2J+PQ)e
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp (−2J +PQ)e
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp
−Je
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)√
|P2Q2−J2| Qe
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp −Qe
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp
Pe
− 1√
3
(ϕ++ϕ−)
2
√
|P2Q2−J2|
1
2e
1√
3 ϕ−−
1
2 σp 1
2e
1√
3 ϕ+−
1
2 σp


, (48)
where
ϕ± = ϕ(τ =±1), (49)
σp = lim
τ→±1
ln
(
X
1− τ2
)
= σ(τ =±1). (50)
Taking into account that |detB|= 1, we find
eσp = 2
√
|P2Q2− J2|. (51)
Now we are ready to evaluate the minimum of the functional I[XA]. Substituting (45) in (43)
we see that the last two terms cancel each other, and we find
Imin[XA] = 2σp +2 = 2ln
(
2
√
|P2Q2− J2|
)
+2. (52)
Substituting further this result in (20) we finally obtain
A ≥ 8pi
√
|P2Q2− J2|. (53)
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The extremal stationary near horizon geometry is in fact defined by equation (44), by the
same boundary conditions and by the same class of functions as those in the variational
problem. Therefore, it is clear that the equality is saturated only for the extremal stationary
near horizon geometry. This completes the proof.
Remark. The case P2Q2 = J2 is formally outside of the class of functions we consider.
In the language of stationary solutions, it corresponds to an extremal (naked) singularity with
zero area.
It is interesting to note that when PQ = 0, but P2 +Q2 6= 0, the lower bound of the area
depends only on the angular momentum but not on the nonzero charge in contrast with the
Einstein-Maxwell gravity.
4 Area-angular momentum-charge inequality for dilaton
coupling parameter 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3
As we mentioned above, finding a sharp lower bound for the area A in the case of arbitrary
γ seems to be very difficult. However, an important estimate for the area can be found for
dilaton coupling parameter satisfying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. The result is given by the following
Theorem 2. Let B be a smooth, spacetime stably outermost axisymmetric marginally outer
trapped surface in a spacetime satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton-matter equations (1)
with a dilaton coupling parameter γ, satisfying 0≤ γ2 ≤ 3. If the matter energy-momentum
tensor satisfies the dominant energy condition and the dilaton potential is non-negative, then
for every γ in the given range, the area of B satisfies the inequality
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|, (54)
where Q, P, and J are the electric charge, the magnetic charge and the angular momentum
associated with B , respectively. The equality is saturated for the extremal stationary near
horizon geometry of the γ2 = 3 Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with V (ϕ) = 0 and Tab = 0.
Proof. Let us first focus on the case 0 < γ2 ≤ 3 and consider the metric
d ˜L2 = ˜GABdXAdXB (55)
=
dX2+(dχ+2ΦdΨ−2ΨdΦ)2
4X2
+
e−2γϕdΦ2 + e2γϕdΨ2
X
+
γ2
3
dϕ2
and the associated functional
˜I [XA] =
∫ 1
−1
{
d
dτ(στ)+1+(1− τ
2) ˜GAB
dXA
dτ
dXB
dτ −
1
1− τ2
}
dτ. (56)
It is easy to see that I[XA]≥ ˜I [XA] and therefore
A ≥ 4pie( ˜I [XA]−2)/2. (57)
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Redefining now the scalar field ϕ˜ = γ√3ϕ, we find that the functional ˜I [X
A] reduces to the
functional I[XA] for the critical coupling γ2 = 3. Hence we conclude that
A ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2| (58)
for every γ with 0 < γ2 ≤ 3.
The case γ = 0 needs a separate investigation. Fortunately, it can be easily reduced to the
pure Einstein-Maxwell case. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that for γ = 0 we have
I[XA]≥ IEM[XA], (59)
where IEM[XA] is the functional for the pure Einstein-Maxwell gravity. In Einstein-
Maxwell gravity it was proven in [6] that A ≥ 8pi
√
J2 + 14(Q2 +P2)2, which gives A ≥
8pi
√
J2 + 14(Q2 +P2)2 ≥ 8pi
√
|Q2P2− J2|.
Finally, it is worth noting that, as a direct consequence of Lemma 2, for every fixed γ we
obtain the following inequality
A ≥ ANHG (60)
where ANHG is the area associated with the extremal stationary near horizon geometry of
Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with V (ϕ) = 0 and Tab = 0, for the corresponding γ.
5 Discussion
In the present paper we derived area-angular momentum-charge inequalities for stable
marginally outer trapped surfaces in the four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory
for values of the dilaton coupling parameter less than or equal to the critical value. The cou-
pling of the dilaton to the Maxwell field leads, in general, to inequalities that can be rather
different from that in the Einstein-Maxwell gravity. Some estimates for the sector γ2 > 3
could be found if we impose the additional condition on the dilaton potential to be convex.
We leave this study for the future.
Given the current interest in higher dimensional gravity it is interesting to extend the
area-angular momentum-charge inequalities to higher dimensions. This is almost straight-
forward in the case of Einstein equations [27]. However, in the case of Einstein-Maxwell
and Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity, the extensions of the inequalities is difficult. The cen-
tral reason behind that is the fact that even the stationary axisymmetric Einstein-Maxwell
equations are not integrable in higher dimensions [28]. Nevertheless, some progress can be
made, and the results will be presented elsewhere [29].
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